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A model for the rate of density rise observed when neutral gas is fed into the plasma
chamber is presented for regimes where known collisional transport processes do not
provide an adequate explanation. A dense layer of cold plasma produced at the edge of
the plasma column and the resulting ion-temperature gradient, sharper than the relative
density gradient, can lead to the excitation of electron temperature fluctuations driven
by ion drift modes. These can induce a net inflow of electrons and ions ender realistic
conditions.

The possibility of controlling the plasma den-
sity in a magnetically confined plasma can be
us'ed to realize regimes with different transport
properties and, in particular, to select the opti-
mal heating cycle' and to deal with the problem
of refueling in a thermonuclear reactor.

It has been found experimentally, first in the
ST experiment at Princeton University, ' then to
a remarkable degree in the Alcator experiment'
at Massachusetts Institute of Technology, and by
now in a number of other experiments on magnet-
ically confined plasmas, that the peek plasma
density can be raised simply by bleeding neutral
gas into the plasma chamber during a stable dis-
charge. The only apparent limitation is that the
gas injection should not be so rapid as to induce
a sharp cooling in a considerable portion of the
current channel and consequently the excitation
and rapid amplification of a resistive mode with
poloidal wave number m'= 2. Thus, one method
of avoiding a disruption of the plasma column is
to set the magnetic field at such high values' that
the region where the ~' = 2 is localized falls well
within the plasma column. Here, in fact, the
temperature remains relatively high and the mode
can affect only a relatively small plasma volume.
Another method consists in keeping the plasma
current rising at an appropriate rate as gas is
bled into the plasma chamber. Then a layer of
current that maintains the outer part of the cur-
rent channel, in which the ~'=2 tends to develop,
can be produced. ' %e notice that m'= 2 modes
depend on the effects of finite electrical resistiv-
ity and tend to be weakened by other kinetic ef-
fects such as finite drift-wave frequency, ion
gyroradius, and transverse ion viscosity, whose
importance increases as the temperature increas-
es.' Therefore we argue that in this case the
mode excitation is weakened as a result either of
a local decrease of the plasma resistivity' or of
a local redistribution of the current' or of both.

%hen the plasma density is increased in a se-
quence of experiments, the energy replacement
time is observed to improve, while the degree
of decontamination from impurity ions coming
from the metallic surfaces surrounding the plas-
ma column is also improved. Therefore, well-
confined hydrogenic (deuterium) plasmas with ef-
fective charge number about unity can be pro-
duced. '

The temperature and density profiles realized,
at nearly steady state, in Alcator have been rel-
atively well simulated by the transport model re-
ported by Coppi and Taroni' as long as the initial
density is peaked at the center of the plasma col-
umn. However, when an influx of neutrals of the
walls is added in order to simulate the bleeding
of gas into the plasma chamber and no provision
is made for an anomalous inward transport of
cold plasma, the density profile tends to develop
a sharp peak at the outer edge of the plasma col-
umn. Therefore, we have been led to assume
that, in the presence of a vigorous power input,
such as Ohmic heating in the case of Alcator, the
dense layer of cold plasma that is produced at the
outer edge of the column tends to produce a sharp
temperature gradient ~d 1nT/dr~ relative to the

nT. )t

FlG. 1, Type of temperature and density profiles
leading to the excitation of ion-mixing modes.
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density gradient (d inn/dr(. (See Fig. 1.) Then
ion drift modes which tend to mix the hot and cold
ion populations can be excited. "At the same
time the resulting electron temperature fluctua-
tions, associated with the effects of finite longi-
tudinal electron thermal conductivity, "can pro-
duce a net inward transport of ions and electrons.
The rate of this transport is consistent with the
needed rise time of the center density. In fact,
a numerical transport code" incorporating the
results presented here has been developed in
order to provide a detailed comparison with the
experimental observations in Alcator.

We adopt a guiding-center description for both
electrons and ions where we neglect at first fin-
ite-ion-gyroradius effects and refer to a one-di-
mensional (x dependent), plane equilibrium con-
figuration (ignoring toroidal and shear effects) in
which the magnetic field is in the z direction. We
consider electrostatic modes represented by E,
= —&P, with cp =P(x) exp(ik, y+ik„z -iu&t). The
relevant wavelengths are larger than the Debye
length and the quasineutrality condition n; =n, is
to be satisfied. Since we need to consider the ef-
fects of finite longitudinal electron thermal con-
ductivity we refer to the frequency range

&((~th» & ~i~+&((~the & t'e ~

2 2/ 2 2/

where v„are the average collision frequencies,
T,-T, , and kii'5$„'/v, '-k~|'ng„'/v, '(1. The elec-
tron and ion mass conservation equations, in the
guiding-center approximation, are

a - — dn
t n; +vz„d—+nV((u&((=0,x

where v~„= ik, ccp/B-Then E.q. (1) can be re-
written as n,. /n, =k~~u, ,~/ur —(e,.P/T, )(~„,. /ro) and
we see that u, ~~

=u, ~,
. Here ~„,=k„cT,(d inn/dx)/.

e&8, and j =e,i. The perturbed electron-momen-
tum-balance equation along the field, 0 = -V„(n, T,

+nT, -en' ) —a rnV ~~T„reduces to

8 8

where 0.~ is the thermal force coefficient. "
In order to obtain T, /T, we refer to the elec-

tron thermal-energy-balance equation

C
zn —T ——Vpx Q ~ VTz ~t 8 g2 g

nT.
+nTe V((ue((= V(( y~ V((T,

where y, is the thermal conductivity coefficient
as tabulated in Ref. 12. Thus we have,

where re „-=j,k ~~' T/( m, v,), and ll, = d lnT, /d inn.
If we consider for simplicity, the limit where m

-ra~, +co~ we obtain

1+ (1+o,) (~ —~,.+ 2 ~,.n. ) (4)
T~ ~x

We notice that, according to Eq. (4), the density
fluctuations are out of phase with respect to the
electric potential fluctuations by the quantity

[Re((u/co„) —1+2 q, ](1+o. r)(u„, (o„,
that is positive for realistic values of g, .

For ions the perturbed momentum balance equa-
tion is

8
~in

gg
+i((

=-vp(nT, +n, T;) +ernv[[T, enV[[P-,

and for the considered frequency range the rele-
vant thermal-energy-balance equation reduces to
an adiabatic in the sense that (nd/dt), T, = (2T;/3)
x (d/dt); n, . Here (d/dt), . = S/at +U~„e/ax. Thus,
we have, for q& -=d InT; /d inn,

(6)

We consider the resulting dispersion relation in
the limit

Q)/k )5'~ ) 1 and Qg 'ge) 1.

Then we obtain

.
A p 2 ~ ~' ~'=0

(d 97

where rorq/~„, (0 and A =
zlzz, (~,/~„)(l+o r).

We notice that Eq. (8) has three roots, of which

one, that is found when (k ~~'T, /m, )~r, /co' is ne-
glected, is the known electron-drift mode. This
is stabilized by the finite electron thermal con-
ductivity term A. The other two roots arise from
the term in ~~;. In particular, when the term in
~, /u is neglected we obtain

~ = —[(k„'T,/m, )~„/(I+&')]"'(I-i&)"'. (9)

The lack of phase synchronization between den-
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1 C CT~ T;
f'z (dx 8B dx T f'g

(12)

In order to assess the range of values which'
can take we notice that it can be rewritten as

where

klan,

& 1, g, =v,„,/v, being the electron mean
free path, and the meaningful root of Eq. (8) is
found for w~, &k,~v@;. Thus we estimate A to be
well in excess of (m, /m, .)"'.

We observe that if q /~A~ & I, the rate at which
the ion thermal energy can be carried out tends
to be larger than the rate of inward particle trans-
port. However, we argue that a strong heat source
(Ohmic heating in the case of Alcator) is present
at the center of the plasma column while the in-
jected neutral gas has a cooling effect on the out-
er edge (of the plasma column). Thus, a finite
value of ~d inT, /d inr~ can be maintained in spite
of the enhancement of ion thermal conductivity
that is produced by the considered modes. This
observation has been confirmed in fact by the re-
sults of the appropriate transport code developed
by Englade. "

In the simplified model presented, the effects
of magnetic shear have been neglected, while on-
ly the collisional limit for the modes of interest
has been considered. Referring to the first point
we notice the following: (a) The influence of
shear on temperature-gradient-driven "quasi
flute modes" that can be reproduced in slab geom-
etry" was examined in Ref. 9. There it was found
that absolute modes existed (in the presence of
magnetic shear) in contrast with the case of den-
sity-gradient-driven electron-drift modes that ex-
ist only as convective modes" in the same con-

sity and potential fluctuations gives rise to the
quasilinear particle flow

I'„=(n8 „)= —(2c/B) Im+„k, cp„n ). (10)

eB dx

where D~'= cT,—/(eB). Therefore, I'„&0 for dT, /
dx & 0. Notice that if we write Bn/st + si'„/sx = 0
we do not obtain a diffusion equation from this in
the sense that the particle inflow is not driven by
the density gradient. In order to have a rough es-
timate for I'„we may assess the saturation level
of these modes as" 8~, -[c/(eB)]dT;/dx. This
leads to eP/T, - 1/(k, rr), where ~r = —(d InT, /
ck) ', and we have, leaving numerical factors
aside,

figuration with magnetic shear. (b) In toroidal
geometry the effect of magnetic shear can be min-
imized when "disconnected ballooning" modes of
the type presented in Ref. 13 are considered. The
dispersion relation we have derived can be ex-
tended approximately to these modes by taking
k~~

= 1/qR, where R is the torus major radius, q
= »/&(&), L (~) is the rotational transform, and
x is the minor radial coordinate.

Referring to the second point we recall that the
analysis of collisionless temperature-gradient-
driven modes is well known. "Consideration of
the collisionless limit is important when discuss-
ing the process for particle inflow in the center
of the plasma column. In this limit the instability
condition requires g; & 1 for relatively short
wavelengths, corresponding to b; =k'T;/mq Ilq
~1 or g, ~ 2 for b& & 1, while + ~ k I~v,».

Recalling the results of Coppi and co-workers, "
we notice that when g,- & 1, as we assume to be
the case, the accumulation of impurity ions at
the center of the plasma column can be prevented
by the onset of impurity-driven modes with w/k

~~

Thus, we may argue that the formation of
a cold plasma layer at the outer edge can, at the
same time, favor the inward transport of cold
plasma and ensure a high degree of decontamina-
tion. In the experiments that have been simulat-
ed numerically, "the assumed rate of inflow of the
the neutral gas was 1.6x 10"particle/(cm' sec)
while the rate of rise of the center density was
about 8x 10"particle/(cm'x 10 msec), for a plas-
ma column radius of 10 cm, a Gaussian temper-
ature profile, a center temperature of about 1
keV, and a peak density in the range (3-23)x 10"
particle/cm'. The relevant inward flow of cold
plasma can be evaluated on the basis of the esti-
mate (12) and of the expression D~ =2x 10'[T,. /
(100 eV)][B/(10 kG)] ' cm'/sec. In the experi-
mental situation and in the relevant numerical
simulation" additional transport processes pro-
ducing an outflow of particles and thermal energy
are taken into account' in order to reproduce the
equilibrium state that is reached when the injec-
tion of gas ceases. Thus, during the gas injec-
tion phase the rate of inflow due to the ion-mixing
mode has to be sufficiently high in order to pre-
vail over the outflow due to other processes.
When injection ceases, the values of g, and g, at
the edge decrease and the residual effect of the
ion-mixing mode is no longer sufficient to pro-
duce a net particle inflow.

Fina11y, we notice that, after the model we
presented here was formulated, relatively large
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fluctuations have been observed at the edge of the
plasma column of Alcator by CO, -laser scattering
experiments" during the rising phase of the par-
ticle density as well as during the time where the
density is nearly stationary. Although it is pre-
mature to compare these observations with the
theory presented here, it is evident that they are
not inconsistent with each other.
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Measur ement of spatial profiles of self-generated magnetic fields in Nd:glass-laser—
produced plasmas have been made with high temporal and spatial resolution (&0 ps, 1.5
pm) by simultaneous Faraday rotation and interferometry using a Raman-shined second-
harmonic probe beam.

The generation of spontaneous magnetic fields
in laser-produced plasmas due to thermoelectric
effects,"absorption, ' and target discontinui-
ties, ~ have been theoretically predicted and imply
substantial modifications to plasma transport
properties. Measurements of thermoelectric'
and resonance-absorption-generated" field pro-
files have been made in microwave-plasma in-
teractions, and thermoelectric fields in laser-
produced plasmas have been measured by Fara-
day rotation' and probes. ' In this Letter we

present the first published measurements of
magnetic field profiles in laser-produced plas-
mas obtained by simultaneous Faraday rotation
and interferometric measurements with good
spatial and temporal resolution.

The experiment arrangement is shown in Fig.
1. The target was irradiated through an f/1. 0
lens with a single beam of the Rutherford Labora-
tory neodymium:glass laser. The pulse length
was 100 ps and the energy varied over the range
5 to 40 J. The focal-spot diameter was measured
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